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White Roses of Brambledene
CONTENTS . . . .1 Duterte's Honeymoon with China - Perry Diaz - 2 Duterte's brand of politics - Perry
Diaz - 3 Duterte: Strongman With A Soft Spot - Perry Diaz - 4 Tensions Heat Up in the South China Sea Perry Diaz - 5 Comparing Dr. Jose Rizal and Ninoy Aquino, Rodel Rodis - 6 Complaining to God Almighty Larry Henares - 7 Stopping the Marcoses from Erasing their Crimes from History - Raissa Robles - 8 THE
TRUE CONFESSION OF A BIR REVENUE EXAMINER - Emelino T. Maestro - 9 SALN - Just like all the tax returns,
the SALNs must be auditied too - Emelino T. Maestro - 10 Procrastination: The Battle I May Never Gonna
Win - Carlo Madrid - 11 Life Lessons We Sometimes Forget - Carlo Madrid - p12 A Mother's Prayer Anonymous - 13 Thoughts and Words - By Fred P. Weiler - 14 Tips For Today, Timely Message - Paul K.
Alexander - 15 Let's Think for a Minute - Bob Shirer - 16 Nit-Pickin' - Anonymous - 17 How to know you
are growing older - Anonymous - 18 Stretch! - Anonymous - 19 Sound Off Properly - Anonymous - p20 The
Editor Speaks - Anonymous - p21 Entrepreneurs Credo - Ralph Waldo Emerson - p22 If A Child . . . - The
Christophers - p23 Don'ts for Summer Drivers - Anonymous - p24 Why I Publish and/or Reprint Books And
Free Publishing - Tatay Jobo Elizes, Self-Publisher - pWritings are timeless and they act as mirrors of
history. I publish writings as they remain relevant anytime. I have seen a lot of good writings in the
internet, in magazines and newspapers. But most writers have only one or two articles and therefore not
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enough material to be published as a book. And yet, many of them need to be published. So the idea of
collecting all these various writings hit me. I myself cannot come up with enough material. I decided to
offer my services to publish anybody's worth-while writings in one fairly good sized book, in paperback
or pocketbook form. Their ability to publish is solved in a nutshell.There are also writers who write a
lot but never publish them. There are also old books with no more prints available. The solution is to
publish/reprint.I am offering these services free of charge because of the availability of print-bookson-demand (POD) system nowadays. I can produce the book, but it's not entirely free of cost on my part.
I merely assume the cost.Why put your writings in a book? And not just in the internet? I recommend that
writings be retained in a hard copy or in book form or printed form for posterity. The book will always
be there among your collections or libraries. Not all use the internet. The internet access has its
technical problems. Writings in the internet may be erased erroneously. Free storage is hard to access.
Paid storage may be returned or lost. For those looking for a publisher, especially if you have a novel
or many essays, I can produce the paperback book under your own authorship at no cost. I can produce art
books, family tree books, family albums/pictorials, biographies, joke books, songhits books,
travelogues, reunions, color or B/W, etc. Please buy online as paperback or kindle
athttp://tinyurl.com/mj76ccq (copy and paste to your browser).Permission had been granted by the author/
authors to print their books under my free self-publishing service. They own copyrights to their
works.Interested reader may request free reading of any of my books, articles or essays via online
reading or ebook. Just email me: job_elizes@yahoo.com My Books Catalog can be seen
atwww.jobelizes6.wix.com/mysite. This catalogue will grow as years pass by because of additional titles
to be published.I continue to publish or reprint books as a means to archive them in hard copy and/or
digital form, for posterity. Thank you.End

Midnight Coven
Long Live Freedom! Traute Lafrenz and the White Rose examines the Munich-based student resistance to
Hitler from the viewpoint of one of the survivors. The account chronicles not only the significant
history of the White Rose, but also the deep and abiding philosophies that were the foundation of the
group.

International Review of the Science and Practice of Agriculture
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The White Rose Resists
Tells the story of Sophie Scholl, a young German college student who challenges the Nazi regime during
World War II as part of the White Rose, a non-violent resistance group.

Conscience Before Conformity
From a multidisciplinary perspective, Avenging Nature explores how nature strikes back against human
domination. In the hands of renowned international experts who examine insubordinate representations of
nature in modern and contemporary art and literature, the book calls out for the insurgence of nature
within and outside the realm of culture.

The Night Stalkers White House
A staggering love illuminating the dark corners of a Nazi prison Renowned German pastor and theologian
Dietrich Bonhoeffer is famous for his resistance to the Nazi regime and for his allegiance to God over
government. But what few realize is that the last years of his life also held a love story that rivals
any romance novel. Maria von Wedemeyer knows the realities of war. Her beloved father and brother have
both been killed on the battlefield. The last thing this spirited young woman needs is to fall for a man
under constant surveillance by the Gestapo. How can she give another piece of her heart to a man so
likely to share the same final fate? Yet when Dietrich Bonhoeffer, an old family friend, comes to
comfort the von Wedemeyers after their losses, she discovers that love isn't always logical. Dietrich
himself has determined to keep his distance from romantic attachments. There is too much work to be done
for God, and his involvement in the conspiracy is far too important. But when he encounters a woman
whose intelligence and conviction match his own, he's unprepared for how easy it is to give away his
heart. With their deep love comes risk--and neither Dietrich nor Maria is prepared for just how great
that risk soon becomes. Based on detailed historical research, this true love story is at once beautiful
and heartrending. My Dearest Dietrich sheds new light on a world-famous theologian . . . and the woman
who changed his life.

The White Rose
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The Wars of the Roses
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted
on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization
process. Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede the
reading experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring the book back
into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide.

Snow and White
Butterfly A Rose is Emily's attempt to bring to life
in transition from hiding behind the male person she
transgendered woman she is full time. The words came
best takes the reader beyond the words into a deeper

what she has difficulty finding words for; her life
was told to be at birth to living as the
out as they are in this book because poetry at its
truth.

Enjoying Roses
Depicts the activities and dedication of the young Munich University students who were executed for
printing pamphlets attacking Nazi rule

ARS.
Brianna has longed for a life with more meaning and more purpose. What truly makes her soul come alive
is music, but her life is full of laundry and dishes. One night her life is ripped apart by a fire in
her village. With no family, no home, and no food, she must learn to survive on her own. But deep in her
soul, anger is kindled against the Holy One for bringing so much pain into her life. Brianna sets off on
an adventure that will ultimately bring her to the Hall of Minstrels, the heart of music in the kingdom,
but all she ends up with is a pile of laundry and a stack of dishes. When life seems to have reached its
dullest point and nothing really matters anymore, then the Holy One may pour destiny on our souls and
overflow our lives with purpose and love. Then we realize that we don't have to know all of the answers
to all of the questions, to know that the Holy One cares for us.

Solitary Harp
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Idealistic, serious, and sensible, Hans and Sophie Scholl joined the Hitler Youth with youthful and
romantic enthusiasm. But as Hitler's grip throttled Germany and Nazi atrocities mounted, Hans and Sophie
emerged from their adolescence with the conviction that at all costs they must raise their voices
against the murderous Nazi regime. In May of 1942, with Germany still winning the war, an improbable
little band of students at Munich University began distributing the leaflets of the White Rose. In the
very city where the Nazis got their start, they demanded resistance to Germany's war efforts and
confronted their readers with what they had learned of Hitler's "final solution": "Here we see the most
terrible crime committed against the dignity of humankind, a crime that has no counterpart in human
history." These broadsides were secretly drafted and printed in a Munich basement by Hans Scholl, by now
a young medical student and military conscript, and a handful of young co-conspirators that included his
twenty-one-year-old sister Sophie. The leaflets placed the Scholls and their friends in mortal danger,
and it wasn't long before they were captured and executed. As their letters and diaries reveal, the
Scholls were not primarily motivated by political beliefs, but rather came to their convictions through
personal spiritual search that eventually led them to sacrifice their lives for what they believed was
right. Interwoven with commentary on the progress of Hitler's campaign, the letters and diary entries
range from veiled messages about the course of a war they wanted their country to lose, to descriptions
of hikes and skiing trips and meditations on Goethe, Dostoyevsky, Rilke, and Verlaine; from entreaties
to their parents for books and sweets hard to get in wartime, to deeply humbled and troubled entreaties
to God for an understanding of the presence of such great evil in the world. There are alarms when Hans
is taken into military custody, when their father is jailed, and when their friends are wounded on the
eastern front. But throughout--even to the end, when the Scholls' sense of peril is most
oppressive--there appear in their writings spontaneous outbursts of joy and gratitude for the gifts of
nature, music, poetry, and art. In the midst of evil and degradation, theirs is a celebration of the
spiritual and the humane. Illustrated with photographs of Hans and Sophie Scholl and their friends and
co-conspirators.

My Dearest Dietrich
Avalon Harbor is a quiet lakeside town where everybody has known everyone else for generations. Shayna
Lynburgh has spent the summer before her first year of college watching her mother succumb to cancer and
working toward her dream of becoming a journalist. Lonely and bored, she longs for a distraction. Val
Alston is a nationally renowned poet. As the new visiting college professor, he moves into town with his
marriage on the verge of collapse and a blossoming addiction to alcohol. When Val and Shayna cross
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paths, they begin an obsessive affair that has the entire town watching and talking. As Shayna gradually
becomes aware of Val's inner demons, she is faced with making difficult decisions about her own role in
Val's alcohol abuse and his professional collapse. The consequences of the choices she makes sets into
motion a chain reaction of events that will shake the small town she's known all her life to its core.

A Dictionary of Arts and Sciences
At the Heart of the White Rose
Froschmeuseler
-You here for the Midnight Coven?- Icy words whispered upon her lips in the night used to scare Lorelei
Huntington. But that was before. Before her mother tried to have her killed. Before her world went back
fifty years. Before the magic of the swamp found its way into Lorelei's blood. Now the whispers and the
cold breath of the dead are a comfort. That is, until a small ghost haunting Whit's family's castle
warns her about the secrets of the bloodthirsty family she resides with. The family the little ghost
belongs to. Whit's family, it seems, are not all they appear to be. When Lorelei discovers the Midnight
Coven and exactly who Whit's family is, she is forced to choose between running and becoming something
she can't even fathom-a Rose. Fortunately, Lorri, the leader of the Devil's Roses, has a way with words,
mean ones. With the help of Dorian, Marcus, and of course Henry, Lorelei turns the tables on Whit's
resourceful family. This time, they're running and she's chasing-bringing the biggest monsters she can
muster. But survival comes at a cost, one she isn't sure she is willing to pay.

Timeless Writings - 21
White Rose
Cuffed
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In honor of Merle Marlow given by Annette Snider.

Old Rose and Silver
Special Agent Gabriel Scott is the best that the FBI's Hate Crime division has to offer. He's got an
impressive record of solved cases on his resume and a brilliant, slippery mind that keeps even the worst
criminal minds on their toes. When he comes to Plymouth, Massachusetts, to investigate a series of
apparent hate crimes, he quickly realizes that everything is not what it seems. When the town's
prettiest alpha lawyer starts laying it on thick, he knows that something's definitely not right. So
does his temporary partner, Plymouth PD Sergeant Vinnie Curtis. Vinnie's lived in Plymouth his whole
life. He knows that Plymouth isn't a hateful place, so he resents the demand for FBI involvement. He's
not sure if he's more or less upset that said involvement comes in the form of a drop-dead gorgeous
omega who seems to be made for him. Gabe and Vinnie connect almost immediately, and it doesn't take long
before they give in to the attraction that they've struggled to ignore. When the ghosts of their
respective pasts reach out from the grave to interfere with the case, will history keep them apart or
will love conquer all?

The Reason Why
This is the story of the students at Munich University who distributed leaflets condemning Nazism and
urging non-violent resistance. Hans and Sophie Scholl, the leaders of the White Rose resistance, were
caught and executed; they were influenced by Christian writers such as St Augustine and Newman.

Long Live Freedom!
A Dictionary of Arts and Sciences: I-Z
The dramatic, disturbing story of the small group of university students who dared to distribute
leaflets condemning Hitler and his policies. Several paid with their lives. It's also an inspiring story
of the profound effect young people can create on a nation's history by taking action based on their
fervent beliefs.
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The White Rose
Inspired by the incredible true story of a group of ordinary men and women who dared to stand against
evil The ideal of a new Germany swept up Sophie Scholl in a maelstrom of patriotic fervor--that is,
until she realized the truth behind Hitler's machinations for the fatherland. Now she and other students
in Munich, the cradle of the Nazi government, have banded together to form a group to fight for the
truth: the White Rose. Risking everything to print and distribute leaflets calling for Germans to rise
up against the evil permeating their country, the White Rose treads a knife's edge of discovery by the
Gestapo. Annalise Brandt came to the University of Munich to study art, not get involved with
conspiracy. The daughter of an SS officer, she's been brought up to believe in the Führer's divinely
appointed leadership. But the more she comes to know Sophie and her friends, the more she questions the
Nazi propaganda. Soon Annalise joins their double life--students by day, resisters by night. And as the
stakes increase, they're all forced to confront the deadly consequences meted out to any who dare to
oppose the Reich. A gripping testament to courage, The White Rose Resistsilluminates the sacrifice and
conviction of an unlikely group of revolutionaries who refused to remain silent-no matter the cost.

We Will Not Be Silent
"Intertwines the lives of three characters in a subtly and wryly developing relationship. While the
youthful Iaiaa is growing into womanhood, a tentative love affair occurs between the aristocratic Jorge
and the prideful Estela. This affair is afflicted by ironic shifts of fortune and in time the maturing
Iaiaa becomes a rival for Jorge's attentions"--Amazon.com.

A Scent of Roses
Miael Friends
A collection of bush poetry, all original works by Brisbane author and poet Matt Trucky Langdon.

Courage
-a Night Stalkers White House 3-book romance bundle- Zachary's ChristmasVice President Zachary Thomas'
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political career thrives. However, his Christmas wish to find the right woman to share it with hits a
few icy patches along the way. Roy's Independence DaySecret Service sniper Roy Beaumont must descend
from his favorite perch atop the White House roof. But nothing prepared his heart when he must protect
the new National Security Advisor.Damien's ChristmasThe new White House Chief of Staff Sienna Miller
understands her job. Or thought she did. Until a national crisis threatens Christmas in D.C. and a man
steals her heart.

Sophie Scholl and the White Rose
Butterfly a Rose
Two years after a weekend houseparty there ended in the death of her dearest friend, Violet Grayson
returns to the snowy Berkshire estate with a sense of impending doom, a feeling that is soon realized
when a series of minor accidents befall her. Original.

Iaiá Garcia
In New York City rising pop star Snow is recovering from an injury she'd gotten in an assassination
attempt. She'd suffered a head injury which caused amnesia. Across the country Julia White finds herself
kidnapped on a Russian cargo ship. Last thing she remembers is performing at a concert in San Francisco.
The girls seem to have a lot in common - they both claim they are the pop star Julia White, whose
nickname is Snow, they know the same people, and they have been to the same places. Which one is the
pretender and why would somebody want to kill them? As the girls untangle the mystery, they learn that
the answers are closer than they think.

The London Journal: and Weekly Record of Literature, Science, and Art
The Little Book of Yarns
Upon his election as Lord Rector of St. Andrew's University, Sir J.M. Barrie delivered an inaugural
address in which he sought to inspire the youth sitting before him. His stirring words on the subject of
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"courage" are just a Charming,
championed the spirit of young
advocating a rebellion, though
(1860-1937) was the author of,
including The Little Minister,

candid, and stimulation, Barrie's address is a rousing example of how he
people. Of his daring comments, he said, "I sound to myself as if I were
I am really asking for a Scottish writer SIR JAMES MATTHEW BARRIE
most famously, Peter Pan, as well as numerous plays, stories, and novels,
The Little White Bird, and What Every Woman Knows.

Saint’s Progress
Those who don't remember the past 1975. Houston, TX. Nineteen year-old Jessica Louise Bell Sheffield has
led the good life for the past 12 years - thanks in no small part to her invisible friend Miael's
questionable guidance and her adoption by her very wealthy grandmother. A professional cheerleader and
art history major at an exclusive university, there is no trace left of the girl she had once been or
the life she had once led, no trace left of her mysterious and devious companion. Still, despite having
everything her heart could possibly desire, Jessica can't quite seem to shake the Phoenix Miael's
influence, the Seraph Zahzarene's pull or the insatiable desire to kill - despite the Lithium she has
been forced to take for more than a decade at her grandmother's insistence. When the man she and M
framed for murder makes one final, desperate appeal and Jessica is sent a summons, things start to go
awry. Her entire world unraveling, Jessica is left with no choice but to face the past - both hers and
Zahzarene's.

Rise of the Dibor
Dieses historische Buch kann zahlreiche Tippfehler und fehlende Textpassagen aufweisen. Kaufer konnen in
der Regel eine kostenlose eingescannte Kopie des originalen Buches vom Verleger herunterladen (ohne
Tippfehler). Ohne Indizes. Nicht dargestellt. 1876 edition. Auszug: solgen gern, S5 Sonst muss mans
glucks und siegs entbern. Der vorschlag Prangern ser verdocht, Damit er sich abr rechnen mocht, So
gdacht er, ich will alles wagen; Wird nur mein seind, der hirsch, erschlagen, 7 Kan mich der erbeit
nicht gereuen, Ein kriegsman muss gesar nicht scheuen. Das mantier legt ihm an den zaum, Das von dem
maul abfiel der schaum, Und macht an seinem schuch ein dorn, 75 Weil noch nicht ersunden die sporn, Nam
auch sein bogen, schwert und spiess. Das pserd willig aussitzen liess Und lies damit dem hirschen zu;
Der stund beim wasser in der ru, S Besahe seiner horner gstalt Wie in eim spiegel abgemalt Und sprach
bei sich selber also: Nun bin ich doch von herzen sro, Das got mir aus besonder gnad S 5 So statlich
horner geben hat, Damit ich das pserd uberwonnen, Allein behalten wies und bronnen; Und wenn ihrer
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gleich weren zehen, Ich wolt nicht aus dem wege gehen, 9 Ich wolt mich sur ihnen nicht scheuen, Hetten
sie zum beistand den leuen. Schand ists nur, das ihr, meine beine, So zart seid, so schmal, schwach und
kleine, Das ich mich euer schemen muss, 95 Wenn ich anseh die pserdesuss, Trag euch mir zum spot aus der
strassen, Ich wolt euch schier abhauen lassen! So sagt er, besorgt kein gesar. Sobald er aber ward
gewar, i Das sein seind um huls hat geworben: Besser geslogen, denn gestorben! Sprach er und lies eilend
und bald Vom wasser hinab in den wald, Wie ein has springet sur den hund, Der nach ihm schnappet mit dem
mund. Aber das mantier schoss mit eil Ihm durch den rucken etlich pseil, Und das ross setzt tapser
hernach, Zu rechnen sein erlitten schmach, Bis das der

Breakwall
Cameos from English History
White Rose History, Volume II (Academic Version)
The Book of Garden Management (Beeton's Garden Management and Rural Economy.) A New
Edition Copiously Illustrated with Coloured and Plain Engravings [The Editor's Preface
Signed: H. P. D.]
The White Rose (Die Weiße Rose) stretched far beyond Munich, but at its heart were six individuals:
students Hans Scholl (1918-1943), and Sophie Scholl (1912-1943), who were brother and sister, Christoph
Probst (1919-1943), Alexander Schmorell (1917-1943), and Willi Graf (1918-1943), and Professor Kurt
Huber (1893-1943). Between 1942 and 1943 the group wrote and disseminated six pamphlets calling on the
German people to resist Nazism. On 18 February 1943 Hans and Sophie Scholl took copies of the sixth
pamphlet to the Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich and deposited them around the atrium at the
entrance of the main university building. They were spotted by a caretaker and detained. Their arrest
followed, and on 22 February Hans and Sophie Scholl and Christoph Probst were sentenced to death and
executed by guillotine just hours after the conclusion of their trial. Alexander Schmorell, Kurt Huber,
and Willi Graf were subsequently arrested, tried, and sentenced to death on 19 April. Schmorell and
Huber were executed three months later, on 13 July; Graf was executed on 12 October 1943. This volume
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includes facsimiles of the pamphlets and transcriptions of the German alongside a new English
translation. While there are many versions of the pamphlets in English, the translations included here
are the result of a collaborative process (as is true of the original pamphlets) and were undertaken by
undergraduate students at the University of Oxford as part of The White Rose Project, a research and
outreach initiative telling the story of the White Rose in the UK. The student translators outline their
approach in a Translators' Introduction. In addition to the pamphlets, this volume presents five essays
about the White Rose which explore in different ways influences on the group, and the influence they had
on post-war German politics and culture. These essays are intended to offer short introductions to those
for whom the White Rose is a new subject, and to provide fresh perspectives for those already familiar
with the history. One of the most persistent questions asked about the members of the White Rose is:
just what motivated them to resist Nazism? In 'At the Heart of the White Rose - Cultural and Religious
Influences on the Munich Students' Paul Shrimpton explores the philosophical, religious, and literary
influences on the group. Jakob Knab, in his essay 'Die Weiße Rose: Freedom of Conscience over
Totalitarian Conformity', traces Hans Scholl's journey from Hitler Youth leader to spearhead of the
resistance, examining the political and cultural encounters that lead him on this journey. In '"Deutsche
Ho?rer!" News of the White Rose on the BBC German Service', Emily Oliver examines the influence the
White Rose may have had during the war by setting out news of the White Rose broadcast on the BBC German
Service. Paul Yowell examines Sophie Scholl's interrogation by the Gestapo agent Robert Mohr as
dramatized in Marc Rothemund's 2005 film Sophie Scholl - Die letzten Tage (Sophie Scholl - The Final
Days, 2005). Finally, in 'Marc Rothemund's Sophie Scholl - Die letzten Tage (2005)', Elizabeth M. Ward
explores the portrayal of resistance and the figure of Sophie Scholl in Rothemund's Sophie Scholl -- The
Final Days. Questions are often asked about the extent to which the White Rose had an 'impact'. There
has been criticism of their youthful impetuosity; some have questioned how much concrete change they
really achieved. Hildegard Kronawitter, of the White Rose Foundation in Munich, addresses these points
in her foreword to this book. This volume also includes the annotated catalogue for the exhibition 'The
White Rose: Reading, Writing, Resistance' held at the Taylor Institution Library at the University of
Oxford in October and November 2018.

Avenging Nature
Support the author more by purchasing direct from his CreateSpace Store: RISE OF THE DIBOR https:
//www.createspace.com/3618531 THE LION VRIE https: //www.createspace.com/3649857 ATHERA'S DAWN https:
//www.createspace.com/3723285 This newly edited 2nd edition of the 2006 debut, brought to you by
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Spearhead Books, includes a revised map, page layout, and first ever "From the Author" section. Visit
spearheadbooks.com and christopherhopper.com today! DESCRIPTION: Read the story that turned children
into warriors, and warriors into legends. The Dairne-Reih haven't been seen in Dionia for generationstheir kind and their king, Morgui, banished long ago from haunting paradise. But when creation shows
signs of deterioration, the kings of the seven realms converge in the sacred Gvindollion gathering to
arrive at one inexplicable conclusion: Morgui has returned. In the hopes of entrusting Dionia's brave
history and perilous future to a generation that has never known war, the kings decide to raise up their
young sons as an elite group of warriors, known only as the Dibor. Gorn, legendary hero of the First
Battle, is commissioned to teach the Dibor the art of war, leading them on a four-year adventure on the
Isle of Kirstell. It is Luik, son of Lair, who soon emerges as the warband's spirited front man. But he
is not the only one of his peers to grow in power; his dear friend Fane discovers hidden abilities among
the Mosfar under the mentorship of Li-Saide of Ot, while Princess Anorra finds that her lifelong tutor
knows as much about combat as he does about etiquette. There is little time for the Dibor to enjoy the
satisfaction of graduation, however, as a sinister plot is discovered to dethrone Dionia's kings and
flatten the capital city of Adriel. The Dibor are summoned to war, along with the rest of Dionia's
fighting men. It is before the gates of Adriel Palace that Luik and his army face Morgui's prince,
Valdenil, as well as the unending ranks of the Dairne-Reih.
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